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Quick Med Claims Acquires Holdsworth Group EMS Billing Division
PITTSBURGH, PA – Quick Med Claims, LLC (“QMC”) has announced
the acquisition of The Holdsworth Group’s Emergency Medical Billing
Division based in Cromwell, CT.
Holdsworth has provided outsourced billing and collections for a
customer base comprised of public and private emergency medical
services that provide ground ambulance services in their respective
communities. The Holdsworth Group currently has multiple clients in
Connecticut and has been providing revenue cycle management services
since 1989. QMC is a nationally recognized leader in outsourced
emergency medical transportation billing and reimbursement with
corporate offices in Pittsburgh, PA and a Midwest office based near
Kansas City, MO. QMC is committed to providing services in a manner
that ensures compliance with all applicable billing and reimbursement
regulations, while maximizing the capture of allowable reimbursement
for each client. The commitment to adherence to both of these
principles has made QMC the partner of choice for emergency medical
transportation providers.
Michael Lewis, CEO of Quick Med Claims commented on the recent
acquisition stating “Quick Med Claims (QMC) is excited about partnering
with Bob Holdsworth and the team at the The Holdsworth Group. Bob’s
commitment and caring attitude towards his clients over the years is
exactly the partner that QMC welcomes. Holdsworth’s reputation
toward the EMS industry in Connecticut is unparalleled and we look
forward to continuing that commitment. ”
Mr. Holdsworth further stated “Strategically partnering with QMC was
an easy decision. Our corporate values are very much aligned. Michael,
the QMC team and QMC’s resources will allow us to enhance the
services to our clients, keep our experienced team in place and add value
through access to technology.”
Over the years, QMC’s experience has been deep and broad enough to
ensure the highest level of quality in all aspects of the services it
provides each of its clients. This has been the hallmark of the Quick
Med Claims organization since its inception in 1991.
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